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Abstract This papers applies a recently developed 
"generalized averaging theory" t o  construct stabilizing 
feedback control laws for underactuated driftless systems. 
These controls exponentialy stabilize in the average; the 
actual system may orbit around the average. Conditions 
for which the orbit collapses to the averaged trajectory 
are given. An example validates the theory, demonstrat- 
ing its utility. 
1 Introduction 
A tremendous amount of research has gone into under- 
standing controllability and determining conditions un- 
der which a system is controllable. There is still a gap, 
however, between the tests that determine controllablil- 
ity and the actual feedback laws that realize control. This 
paper demonstrates how a recently developed "general- 
ized averaging theory" [1] may be used in conjunction 
with controllability tests to realize feedback control for 
underactuated driftless systems. Our approach is an eas- 
ily implementable and understandable strategy for de- 
signing exponentially stabilizing controllers for such sys- 
tems. The results hold t o  general orders of Lie bracket- 
ing. The method does not use a homogeneous norm to 
demonstrate the exponential stabilization, does not re- 
quire complicated coordinate expansions, the construc- 
tion of Lyapunov functions, or the pre-existence of stabi- 
lizing controllers. The complexity of the nonlinear anal- 
ysis grows with the order of Lie bracketing. Due to space 
constraints, only lower orders will be discussed. Exten- 
sions to higher order follow the same principles, but may 
he more involved computationally. 
We seek to unite averaging theory and nonlinear control 
design. Our generalized averaging theory, which captures 
the dynamics of a system to arbitrary orders of approx- 
imation [l], has its roots in prior work on series expan- 
sions by Magnus, Chen, and AgraFhev and Gamkrelidze 
[Z, 3, 41. Sussman and Kawski have analyzed series ex- 
pansions with respect to controllability[5]. Some of the 
strongest results tying controllability analysis to control 
design is found in the work of Sussman and Liu 16, 7, 81 
Moving from anaylsis t o  the design of stabilizing feed- 
back laws is a challenge. Bullo [9, lo] has developed 
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series expansions for similar flows and their concomitant 
approximate inversion formulas in the case of simple me- 
chanical systems and kinematic actuation. 
The control of underactuated driftless systems has been 
widely studied. Generically, smooth state-feedhack will 
not stabilize these systems (111, leading to the use of time- 
varying or non-smooth feedback techniques. In the time- 
varying control domain, the use of sinusoidal functions 
with appropriate phasing leads to motion in Lie bracket 
directions (121. The analysis of open-loop response to si- 
nusoidal inputs has been well studied [13]. Some have 
used averaging methods to understand the nonlinear re- 
sponse under time-periodic inputs (8, 141. The closed 
loop problem for time-varying controls is more difficult 
and fewer general solutions exist. In [15], a method 
to transform asymptotically stabilized homogeneous sys- 
tems into an exponentially stabilizing homogeneous sys- 
tem is given. Stabilization is with regards to a homoge- 
neous norm. In [16], a solution requiring the use of ho- 
mogeneity is found for global or local stabilization, hut 
the algorithm is computationally difficult and stahiliza- 
tion is with respect to a homogeneous norm. Alternative 
methods exist, however, these solutions are largely found 
in specific application domains [17, IS]. 
Section 2 reviews the key elements of the generalized 
averaging theory developed in the companion paper [l]. 
Section 3 applies this theory t o  the control of underactu- 
ated driftless systems. Section 4 demonstrates the utility 
of the approach via an example. 
2 A Generalized Averaging Theory 
The flow of the differential equation, - 
f = X ( z ,  t ;  L) = tX(z,  t )  , z(0) = 50, (1) 
with X smooth in 5, and T-periodic, i.e., X ( z , t ; ~ )  =
X(z,t + T ; e )  can be analyzed by a non-linear version 
of Floquet theory. This approach represents the flow as 
the composition of a periodic flow and the evolution of 
an averaged vector field. These can he approximated to 
arbitrary order by appropriate series expansions. 
Theorem 1 (Nonlinear Floquet Theorem) [ I ]  Let 
a& be the flow of the time-periodic differential equation 
(1). If the monodramy map has a logarithm, then the 
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pow CJ$ can be represented as a composition of flows 
@& = P(t)oexp(Yt)Id,  where P is T-periodic, and Y is 
an  autonomous vector field. 
The monodramy map is the flow of X a t  time T ,  e.g., 
@ E r .  It  coincides with the flow of the average au- 
tonomous vector field, Y,  a t  time T, e.g., exp(YT). 
Theorem 2 [ l ]  ZJ the monodramy map has a k e d  point, 
the actual floui has a periodic orbit whose stability is de- 
termined by the stability of the monodramy map. 
Corollary 1 [l] If the pow of system (1) has a fixed 
point x*, as does the monodramy map, then stability of 
the actual pow may be determined using the monodramy 
map. A linearly (asymptotically) stable fixed point fur 
the monodramy map implies a linearly (asymptotically) 
stable b e d  point for the system (1 ) .  
Averaging theory seeks to find suitable approximations 
t o  the infinite series expansions given by P ( t )  and Y. 
The approximations are given by truncations of the series 
expansions for P( t )  and Y; the mth-order truncation will 
be denoted by nunc,  (.); see [l] for the structure of these 
truncations. The theorems helow relate the properties of 
the truncated series versions of these maps to the full 
expansions. 
Theorem 3 [I] The mth-order truncation of the loga- 
rithm of the monodramy map gives an  (m + l)th-order 
flow approximation Jar finite time, i.e., JOT time 0 (1) 
exp(Yt) = exp(nunc, (Y) t) + 0 (em+') . (2) 
Theorem 4 [ l ]  An mth-order truncation of the time- 
periodic Floquet mapping is of order ( m +  1)-close to the 
time-periodic Floquet mapping on the time scale o(1). 
p( t )  = nunc ,  (P( t ) )  + 0 (em+') 
Propos i t i on  1 [l] If the Floquet mapping has a time- 
independent bias, i.e., P ( t )  = P ( t )  o PO, then a new av- 
eraged vector field may be written Z = (PO), Y. 
T h e  evolution of the Floquet solution becomes, x ( t )  = 
P ( t )  o exp(Zt), with zo = P;'(xo). 
- 
3 Control of Kinematic Systems 
The standard form for an underactuated driftless affine 
control system is 
4 = ya(q)ua(q, t )  (3) 
defined on a domain D c P" for a = 1 , .  . . , m < n .  For 
driftless affine control systems, small-time local control- 
lability (see 1191 for details) is based on the Lie Algebra 
Rank Condition (LARC), 
dimK(q) = dimT,D, Vg t D (4) 
where h is the involutive closure of the control vector 
field distribution, A = span { Y, }. 
Theorem 5 (Chow's Theorem) 1191 The system (3) 
is small-time locally controlhble if and only if the Lie 
Algebra Rank Condition holds. 
We assume that this theorem is satisfied, and now focus 
on relating the terms in h to control system design. 
3.1 Averaging Theory for Control 
We consider control inputs tha t  combine state feedback 
and time-periodic terms; d(x, t)  = J"(x)+v"(t/r), with 
v"(.) T-periodic. Substituting these controls into (3) 
gives, 
4 = Y , ( q ) f Y q )  + Ya(q)Wl.) .  (5) 
The functions v"(t)  are T-periodic functions (typically 
with zero average) and the functions f"(q) stabilize the 
directly controlled states. A transformation of time, 
(6) 
dq 
= tYa(q)Ja(q) + tya(q)uQ(T). 
takes (5) into a form compatible with averaging theory. 
The averaged system vector fields will contain combina- 
tions of time integrals and Lie brackets. Since the peri- 
odic inputs act as coefficients to the input vector fields, 
and iterated Lie brackets are multi-linear, the integrals 
can be factored. These integral terms represent the net 
effect of the inputs on the Lie brackets terms. Define the 
following notation for the  averaging coeficients: 
The time-averaged terms are averaged coeficients. Cases 
of multiple upper and lower indices denote products of 
this type of integral. E.g., Vi$i(t) has the form 
- 
Addit.ionally define the following, ":i = V$',zi and 
for the multi-index version v!; = Vi; - Vi; where 
The symbol will denote integrals within the product 
structure. For example, 
(A) = (ai,az,...,alAI) and (NI = (nI ,nz ,  ..., nlNI). 
lSt and 2"d-order averaging.  
version of system (5) is, 
The 1" order averaged 
__ 
2 = Y&)f*(Z) + Y*(Z)v;;;(t). 
Second order terms are typically used when the lS1-order 
average vanishes, or better approximations are desired. 
Assume that: Vi;! (t) = 0. All higher-order averages use 
__ 
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Table 1: 3'd-order average 
this assumption. The Z n d  order averaged system has the 
form 
3'd-order averaging If the LARC is satisfied via 
higher levels of iterated Lie brackets, then higher-order 
averaging is required. The averaged vector field, includ- 
ing third level iterated Lie brackets, is found in Table 1. 
The above analysis demonstrates that although Lie 
brackets determine possible flow directions, the averaged 
coefficients dictate the degree of flow in those directions. 
Since the LARC predicts the controllable directions, one 
would like to have a similar procedure to determine when 
input functions contribute to critical bracket directions. 
3.2 Sinusoidal Inputs for Indirect Actuation 
Refs  1121 and [20] have demonstrated the use of sinu- 
soidal inputs for motion generation in Lie bracket direc- 
tions. By approximating the flow, one can compute the 
amplitudes of the sinusoidal functions for a given direc- 
tion. This approsimate inversion technique is success- 
fully used in [lo] and (211 to derive motion control algo- 
rithms for underactuated mechanical systems. We gen- 
eralize this work and provide constructive control laws 
for underactuated driftless affine control systems. 
Recent work on the Znd-order averaged case has shown 
how to construct sinusoidal inputs with proper amplitude 
modulation and frequency spacing relations so as to iso- 
late various Lie bracket contributions (22, 231. We now 
show how the averaged coefficients lead to these kinds 01 
relations. Unless noted, the inputs are either cosines or 
sines with whole number frequency coefficients. 
2"d-order Averaging Determining the inputs for a ~ -  
bitrary systems at any averaging order is difficult. How- 
ever, guidelines can be established by investigating sim- 
ple, lower-order cases. Abstraction to higher order fol- 
lows naturally. 
For P - o r d e r  averaging, the averaged coefficient is m(t). The possible inputs for v"(t) ,  a = 1. .  .m, are 
cyo sin(w,t) or cy,, cos(w,t). Of the four options for a de- 
sired input pair, simultaneous sinusoidal inputs do not 
work. Additionally, the algebraic equality 
WO - Wb = 0. (8) 
must hold for the desired input pair and for no other 
inputs. The net result will be a set of inputs that operate 
a t  unique carrier frequencies; a commonly known fact. 
L e m m a  1 For the case of two vector fields entering into 
the 2"d-nrder Lie brackets [Ya,Yb], if the inputs 
v"(t)  = a.acos(wt), vb(t) = wsin(wt) (9) 
are chosen for some principle carrier frequency, w, then 
only the bracket [Y,, Yb] will be exited. 
Higher  Order Sinusoidal Actuation Higher-order 
expansions will have additional algebraic restrictions 
analogous to  (8) in order to  keep the effect of the inputs 
isolated. These restrictions will also affect the previous 
construction if both Znd and 3'* order effects are desired 
simultaneously. 
3'd-order averaging Consider the third order aver- 
aged vector field with coefficient Viy;:;g;(t). The 8 pos- 
sible input permutations lead to  the contributions found 
in Table 2, with potential coupling found in Table 3. 
Thus, the important algebraic equalities are 
wl-twz-wa = 0, w1-wz-w3 = 0, wl-wz+w3 = 0. (10) 
In order to avoid coupling between terms, the following 
inequalities may also need to hold, 
w; - 2wj # 0, or w; f wj. (11) 
With the above conditions met, the only non-zero com- 
binations involve an odd number of cosines and an even 
number of sines. 
This example highlights a few critical issues when mov- 
ing to higher order. First, the coupling due to integrally 
related choices of frequency may fail to satisfy the al- 
gebraic inequalities (11). Secondly more than one Lie 
bracket may be simultaneously excited. 
L e m m a  2 When two distinct vector fields enter into the 
3'd-order Lie brackets [Yb, [Y,,Yb]], if the inputs 
w " ( t )  = wcos(2wt), vb( t )  = ab,bwsin(wt) (12) 
are chosen for some princaple canier frequency, w, then 
only the bracket [ y b ,  [Y., Yb]] will be exited. 
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sin, sin, sin = 0 
( wi + w 2  -wg = 0 ,  e if w1 -ww1 - W W I  = 0 ,  
w1-  w1 + W I  = 0 
sin, sin, cos = 1 otherwise 
if W I  + wz - w3 = 0, 
w 1 -  w2 + W 3  = 0 
if w1 -wwz - w 3  = 0 
otherwise 
sin, cos, cos = 0 
if w 1  -wwz - w 3  = 0 ,  
w, -wwz + w a  = 0 
i f w l + w ? - w 3 = O  
otherwise 
cos, sin, cos = 0 
cos, cos, sin = 0 e i f w i - w z - w 3 = 0 ,  
if U1 + wz - w3 = 0 
otherwise 
cos, cos, cos = { ," LI w1 - w z  + W I  = 0 
Table 2: Averaged coefficients for third order 
v'(t) w, = wp w, = w 3  wz = WQ 
sin, sin,sin 0 0 0 
sin, sin,cos 0 - *  -  O1 - E l  a 
0 -ss3?3 sin, cos,sin 0 
sin, cos,cos 0 0 0 
cos, sin,sin 0 0 
cos, sin,cos 0 0 0 
cos, cos,sin 0 0 0 
cos, cos,cos 0 0 0 
2UlY2 
Table 3: Coupling of averaged coefficients far third order 
Proof: Assume for now that U' and U* are the only 
nonzero system inputs. Without loss of generality, let 
a = 1, h = 2. Set the input functions to be, 
(13) d ( t )  = cy1 cos(2wt), v2(t)  = cu2sin(wt). 
The critical elements of the averaged coefficient are, 
where the averaged coefficient is written like a tensor. 
With the choice of al = az12 and a2 = U ,  
and, the sum over all averaged coefficients is, 
If there are other input functions, then w must be chosen 
according to the algebraic equalities (IO) and (11). m 
Lemma 3 When 3 distinct vector fields enter into a 3rd- 
order Lie bracket (a # b, a # c,  and b # c), no choice of 
inputs results in a single bracket excitation. If the inputs 
v"(t) = wcos(wt), ub( t )  = wsin(3wt) 
u"(t) = Oebcsin(2iJt) 
are chosen for some principle carrier frequency, U, then 
only the bracket [Ye, [yb,Yc]] and one cyclicy related 
bracket, [Y,, [Ye, y b ] ]  or [Yb, [Yc, Ye]], will be exited. 
ProoE Assume that these are the only nonzero system 
inputs. Without loss of generality, let a = 1 ,  b = 2, and 
c = 3, and also w2 > w3 > w ~ ,  with the input functions, 
v ' ( t )  = a1 cos(wlt), v2(t) = 02sin(w2t), 
v3(t) = assin(w3t). 
The critical elements of the averaged coefficient tensor 
are: 
(17) 
After grouping like Jacobi-Lie bracket terms and using 
the Jacobi-Lie identity, 
+(~2+~3)[Y, , [Y,>y111)  
where GI = U;' (U;' +U;') ,  3 2  = U;' (U;' - w;'), 
and G3 = w;' (w;' + w; ' ) .  With these definitions, 
3, > 0 ,  3, < 0, 3, > 0 
The second Lie bracket can be cancelled only if there 
exists a choice of w. satisfying one of the equalities (lo), 
such that, b2 + ii3 = 0. This requires finding WI and w3, 
acheiving the equality, 
1 2 
(18) 
1 
+ - = O ,  - 
(U1 + w 3 b 3  (U1 + w3)wI W1W3 
which is equivalent to 2wl -w3 + (w1 +us) = 3w1 = 0, an 
invalid solution. Thus, there is no choice of w2 > w3 > w1 
that leads to a single Lie bracket contribution. 
As for the choice of inputs given above, notice that select- 
ing any w2 > wg > wl such that the equality w2 = w1 +w3 
holds will give a contribution with the two Lie brack- 
ets. Choosing w3 = 2wl = 2w will do the trick. Setting 
a1 = w ,  az = w ,  and 03 = ~ 1 2 2 ,  the result is, 
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Like the previous lemma, with other input functions 
present, w must meet equalities (10) and (11). rn 
This theorem is not as restrictive as it may seem. To ex- 
cite only one of the terms, it will he necessary to expand 
the set of available input functions. Alternatively, one 
might have a vanishing bracket, e.g., [Ya, [Yc, Y,]] = 0. 
For higher order expansions, myriad algebraic identities 
may hold. Each averaged coefficient must be examined 
to determine its contribution, and the limitations arising 
from the chosen set of input functions. Note that once a 
particular calculation is done, it need not he repeated for 
another problem with the same Lie bracket structure. 
3.3 Stabilization Using Sinusoids 
To summarize, we have obtained the system response 
to an oscillatory control at  some arbitrary order. We 
have also analyzed the effects of the control inputs on 
the expansions, leading to an a-parametrized form. Now 
we must determine a stabilization feedback strategy. 
For convenience, we introduce an ordering for the Jacobi- 
Lie brackets. Listing the Jacobi-Lie brackets as they a p  
pear in the series expans@ of the averaged vector field 
defines this ordering. Let Y j  denote the Jacobi-Lie brack- 
ets, and let T'(a) denote their corresponding averaged 
coefficients. With this ordering, the averaged equations 
can be put into the form: 
i = Y,(z)f"(z) + TJ(a)?j(z) 
(20) 
= Ya(z)f"(z) + B ( z ) H ( a )  
where the matrices B and H are, 
B(z)  = [pi. .  ?N] and H ( a )  = [T' . , .TN].  (21) 
Oscillatory Control via Discretized Feedback We 
use state error as feedback to modulate the parameters 
a, converting the problem to periodic discrete feedback. 
I t  is very similar to motion control algorithms that use 
approximate inversion for open loop trajectory tracking. 
Theorem 6 Consider a system (5) which satisfies the 
LARC. Let uk( t )  be the set ofa parametrized, T-periodic 
input functions where k = {l, . . . , m} and a E Wn-". 
Let t ( t ) ,  be the averaged system response to  the inputs. 
Given the averaged system (20), assuming that the m 
directly controlled states have been linearly stabilized and 
that the linearization of H with respect t o  a at a = 0 and 
z = z* is invertible on the (n  - m) dimensional subspace 
to control, there exists a K E R("-"')x" such that for 
a = -AKz(TL t /T] )  
where A("-")x(n-m) is  invertible and i.1 denotes the 
POOT function, the average system response is stabilized . 
Proof: The proof was essentially given in [23], but 
will he quickly sketched. Given the assumptions on the 
system, the averaged system (20) is controllable. Lin- 
earization with respect to z and a yields 
Choosing a constant over a period, the above system can 
be directly integrated to obtain a discrete, linear system 
z ( k  + 1) = & ( k )  + Ea 
The assumptions imply that B has a pseudo-inverse, A ,  
for the (n-m)-dimensional subspace to stabilize. Choose 
K so that the eigenvalues of a - K lie in the.unit circle. 
This stabilizes the discrete system, and the continuous 
system with piecewise constant feedback. rn 
Comments. This theorems stabilizes an equilibrium 
point of the averaged system. To track a trajectory, re- 
place z( t )  with z ( t )  - zd(t); the system must be locally 
controllable along the trajectory. If the a-parametrized 
control input functions do not vanish at the equilibrium, 
then by Theorem 2, the flow of the actual system sta- 
bilizes to an orbit (of size e )  around the fixed point. If, 
on the other hand, the input functions do vanish at  the 
equilibrium, then Corollary 1 implies that the flow of the 
actual system stabilizes to the fixed point (i.e. the or- 
bit collapses to the fixed point). Due to discretization of 
the feedback, the Nyquist criteria is a limiting factor in 
tracking a trajectory for the indirectly controlled states. 
4 Example 
The well-known nonholonomic integrator in R3 is adrift- 
less system with two control inputs given by, 
T 7 
S(z)  = [l, 0, -221 and Yz(z) = [O, 1, z1] 
The system is not linearly controllable, hut does satisfy 
the LARC. Only second order averaging will be neces- 
sary. By the discussion in Section 3.2, out of phase sinu- 
soids will excite the critical averaged coefficient. Define, 
v ' ( t )  = cusin(t) , v2(t) = cos(t), ( 2 2 )  
and use state-feedback to stabilize the first two states, 
f"(x) = -3xa. This choice of control inputs results in 
the averaeed vector field. after linearization. 
and can be stabilized according to Theorem 6. The range 
of feedback gains that will stabilize the system can be 
derived as follows. Integrating over one period gives the 
following discrete time system: 
z l ( k  + 1) = exp(-3T)zi(k), z z ( k  + 1) = exp(-3T)zz(k) 
z z ( k  + 1) = zg (k )  +eTa 
The first two states are exponentially stabilized (in the 
average). For a = - K z ~ ( k ) ,  K > 0, exponential stabi- 
lization occurs for 11 + eTKJ < 1. The range of stabilizing 
feedback gains, K E (O,&), depends on e .  The most ef- 
fective gain lies a t  the midpoint of the range, whereas the 
boundary coincides with nominal stability. Simulations 
with gains set outside of the boundary do diverge. The 
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Figure 1: Orbit Stabilization for (22) 
Figure 2: Point Stabilization for (24) 
step response is plotted in Fig. 1 for r = 115 and K = 3. 
The averaged system response stabilizes exponentially, 
whereas the true system orbits about the origin. A dif- 
ferent selection of the a a b  gives the inputs below, 
d ( t )  = s i g n ( a ) m s i n ( t )  , v2(t) = m c o s ( t ) ,  (24) 
and will exponentially stabilize the system via Corollary 
1. The theory still applies, in spite of the periodic dis- 
continuity in w 2 ( t ) ,  and gives the same averaged vector 
field as equation (23). The response envelope has the 
characteristic exponent of the slowest converging mode. 
5 Conclusion 
A generalized averaging theory was applied t o  underac- 
tuated driftless affine control systems, resulting in an ex- 
ponentially stabilizing control strategy. Since the control 
strategy and stabilization theorem are constructive, any 
system satisfying the conditions can be stabilized. This 
approach may have other attractive features. Since in- 
tegration of the time dependent portions of the inputs 
smoothes out discontinuities, this approach can be used 
for legged locomotion control design. Recent research 
[24] studies this idea for a simple bipedal model. Al- 
though there are unique problems inherent to  systems 
with drift, the general strategy set forth in this paper 
still holds in this case. For example, averaging meth- 
ods have recently been applied to the stabilization of a 
carangiforin fish 1231 and the snakeboard [24]. After aver- 
aging, both of these systems with drift have remarkably 
similar control laws. Finally, the feedback stabilization 
proof used a discretized linear model that can be adapted 
to perform robust control under parametric uncertainty. 
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